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Let .Y = (s , . . . . . s,,) denote a point of Euclidean n-space E", n > 3, and set 
Di = ?/%.ui for i = l,.... n. Let G denote an unbounded domain (open, 
connected set) of E" with smooth boundary and consider the formal 
symmetric elliptic expression defined in G by 
Lu = - c Di(qjDj#) -I- qu. 
i,i-I 
(1) 
In a recent paper 111, we showed that if G was an exterior domain, if the 
coefficients of L satisfied some regularity conditions and if L was non- 
oscillatory at co, then there existed near co a positive generalized solution of 
the equation Lu = 0. As a consequence it followed that the operator Y 
naturally associated with the expression L and zero boundary conditions had 
to have finite negative spectrum. A further description of this connection 
between positive solutions and spectral properties can be found in the related 
references [ 8,9 1. 
As mentioned in [ 11, the proof given there can be easily modified to cover 
cases where G is an unbounded domain if we replace the assumption that L 
be non-oscillatory at 00 by the stronger requirement that L be non- 
oscillatory at aG (the boundary of G). If the coefficients of L become 
singular at points on aG, then it appears that not much more can be done 
(see, for example, [ 21). It is the purpose of this paper to show, however, that 
if the coefficients of L are reasonably regular-in the sense specified 
below-at the finite points of %G, then just the non-oscillation of L at co is 
equivalent to the negative spectrum of Y’ being finite. As an application of 
these results we then extend a result of Glazman on the spectrum of -A in 
limit cylindrical domains. 
We use much of the notation introduced in [ 11, which we sketch briefly 
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here for the reader’s convenience. Let S denote any subdomain of G. We 
introduce the form B(#, Y, S) defined by 
wg, K S) = 1 e aijDi4DjY+q$Y 
..S ij=l 
(2) 
on pairs of locally integrable functions (4, Y) with locally integrable 
generalized derivatives Di@, Di !P for which (2) is finite. Here and in the 
sequel we assume that aij = aji a.e. G; (a,) is a.e. uniformly positive definite 
in any bounded subdomain of G; aij. q are real and of class L:,,,(G) for 
i.j= 1 ,...1 n. We also assume at first that B is non-oscillatory at co: that is, 
there is a neighbourhood N of co such that for any bounded subdomain P of 
Nn G there exists a constant K = K(P) > 0 for which 
for any Q E C;(P), where (,) denotes the L2 inner product. Let H,-,(S), 
H,.,(S) denote the Sobolev spaces with associated norm given by 
We next let E c C’(S) be the set of functions for which 
and we denote by W(S) (resp. I@(S)) the completion of E (resp. C,?(S)) in 
this norm. If S is clear from the context, we write W for W(S), B(u, tl) for 
B(u, ~1, S), etc. We further set B(u) = B(u. u). 
We now make the following further assumptions: There exists a sequence 
of closed nested smooth surfaces (R,}y=, in E” such that for any r > 0 we 
have R, c (IX/ > r) for I large and such that if we let Vi., denote the domain 
bounded by R, and R, (k > f) and Ub,k the domain bounded by R, then for 
each k sufficiently large: 
(i) The sets U,,, = r/i,, n G are domains with the segment property 
for /i > I> 0; 
@) Th 
ere exist neighbourhoods N,, M,, O,,, of R, (7 G, R, f’ 8G and 
,. ru ,.k. respectively, such that 
aijEL”[0,,,nG]nC’[N,nG]nC3[MknG], 
qEC’[MknG]nL”‘[N,nG]nL”(O,,,nG], 
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(iii) U, k , can be expressed in the form G,,,UZ,,, with G%, domains 
and -L sets of measure zero such that for each subdomain T c T c G,., we 
have(~,~l<M,qEL’:* m T with M. r constants (depending on T) and r > n. 
(iv) q- E L’““(U,.,) for each 1. 
(v) For any x in R, n iiG we have 
1 Uij(X) cos(nRk? Xi) cos(n,, Xj) = 0. 
i .i 
Here (cos(rzR,, xi)), (cos(n,,~~)) denote the outward normal vectors to R, 
and %G. respectively. 
We observe that condition (v) merely states that the outward conormal 
derivative to R, is perpendicular to the outward normal derivative to 2G at 
the points of R, n ZJG. Since (aij) is positive definite and the surfaces are 
smooth. we conclude from (3) that there exists a constant 7 = y(k) > 0 such 
that for x on R, (7 G. s near 8G n R, we have 
dist(x, aG n Rk) < y dist(x, aG). (4) 
We further observe that the most stringent smoothness conditions on the 
coefficients are imposed only near R, f7 aG. It is also near R, n %G that the 
smoothness of %G is used. 
Since conditions (i)-(v) are stronger than the analogous conditions 
imposed in [ 11, we obtain the following result by essentially repeating the 
proof given in 111 for the exterior domain case. 
THEOREM 1. Let U,,,= = UF=,+, U,,,. For 1 sufficiently large there exists 
a function u E W,Oc(U,,aj) which is positive a.e. (I,,, and soltles the equation 
Lu = 0 in U,., (i.e., B(u, @) = 0 for all Q E CF(U,,,,)). Furthermore for all 
k > 1 there is a neighbourhood N, of R, such that u E C’+a and u > 0 in the 
compacta of N, f7 G. 
The proof of Theorem 1 follows by setting u = sup” u,, where the u, are 
solutions in G(U,,,) of the equation Lu =f and f is a function of compact 
support constructed so that (u,} is Cauchy with respect to the form 8, that 
is, B(u, - u,) + 0 as n, m -+ DC), and u, > 0. 
We now proceed to investigate the behaviour of u near the boundary. In 
what follows we always assume that k is sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 2. Let x0 E R, fI 3G. Then there exists a neighbourhood P’ of x0 
in which u E C*[P’ n G]. 
Proof. Let Mn G be a neighbourhood of x0 in which aij, q satisfy 
condition (ii). We choose a smooth bounded domain P, P c M f7 G, such 
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thatforsome&>Owehave[(~(Ip-x,l(&}naG]CaP.Letwdenotethe 
eigenvector corresponding to the first (simple) eigenvalue of L in P with zero 
boundary conditions, and define w = 0 outside P. Consider now the 
expression B(u, - u,. M!‘). Since kt” E HZ.*, we have 
I_ (U” - u,) L(wZ) = qu, - u,, d) = 0 
.P 
as II, ttr + co. But we also have 
L(wZ) = -2 y aijDih’Djw + w?(21 - 4). 
i.i 
and it is well known that grad MI # 0 on dP as a direct consequence of the 
maximum principle [ 71. It follows that Lw2 $0 near ZP and, in particular, 
in some neighbourhood Nn p of dP. Consequently, we note 
But P - N c G and, therefore, (u, 1 is L ’ Cauchy in P - N since u = sup,, U, 
is bounded there. It follows that { ~“1 is L’ Cauchy in N n P and therefore, 
u E L ‘(P). By an extension of Weyl’s lemma [6, p. 1821 we conclude that 
u E C’(P) as a consequence of assumption (ii). Let P’ c P be a suitable 
subdomain such that [(~II~-x,l<e’)naGlcaP’ with E’<E. By 
Fundamental Solution arguments [6, p. 1871, there is a constant K such that 
]Ju,,]), (P’)<Kl/u,lJ, (P)<KJluIl’(P), where ]] I], denotes the L’ norm. By 
the standard compactness argument, we conclude that for all k there is a 
neighbourhood N, of R, in which (]/u,]]~ (Nk)}n is bounded. Let 
4 E Ci?(Ui-,.k+l ), with supp(grad 4) near R,- ,, R,, , . The arguments of 
Theorem 1 of [I] show that @E ~(~,~,.,+,)c~,.,((l,_,,,+,), and 
B(@. w) = 0 for all v/E C’F(P’). Again by [6,p. 1871, we conclude that 
u E C”(p). But u E C’(P’)n C”(p) implies that u E C’(p”) by 
Lemma 6.18 of ]4]. for some neighbourhood P” c p c P’. 
It is also immediate consequence of the arguments in the proof of Lemma 
2 that u s 0 on 3G near R,naG. In summary, for each k there is a 
neighbourhood A4 n G of R, n %G in which u is actually a classical solution 
of the problem: Lu = 0 in G, u = 0 on %G. We can thus conclude, by again 
invoking the maximum principle, that au/&z, = xi (a~/&~) cos (II,, -ui) # 0 
near R, n ZG. 
LEMMA 3. For each k, I( I/U) JJ aij COS(IZ~,, Xi)(aU/aXj)l is bounded ON 
R,nG. 
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Proof. Since u is positive and of class Clfa in the compacta of a 
neighbourhood of R, n G, then it will suffice to show that the expression is 
bounded near R, n LJG. As mentioned above, u = 0 on aG near R, f7 aG and 
&/an, # 0. Consequently in some neighbourhood A4 of R, n 3G there are 
constants K, K, such that for x E R, fl M 
u(x) > K dist(x, aG) > K, dist(x, R, n i?G), 
where the second inequality follows from (4). Next, in view of condition (v), 
it follows that xi.j aii cos(nRk, xi)(au/3xj) is a tangential derivative to JG of 
u at the points R, n%G. But ZJ = 0 on 3G near R, n 3G, and therefore its 
tangential derivatives also vanish. It follows that 
s aij cos(nRk, xi) $ < K, d&(x, R, r‘l aG), 
ij -1 
for x in R, n G near R,n 3G. Our result follows by combining the two 
estimates 
THEOREM 4. Let the above notation and assumptions hold. There is a 
finite dimensional subspace F of L’(G) such that if 4 1 F and d E C:(G), 
then B($) > 0. 
ProoJ We first note that if Q E C?(G), then the same arguments as in 
[ I] show that the inequality 
Dju + q&Y 
+ I. 
&qg( 1 - Y) 
= I, + I2 
. L’k, -I U+E 
(5) 
is valid for E > 0 and any !P E Cc(R,,) function such that Y = 1 near Uk,,. 
supp Y c (x] dist(x, Ub,J < h} and (grad Y] < K/h. We next observe that 
u E H,,,(supp wn U,:,) by Theorems 8.8 and 8.12 of [4]. The integral I, 
thus becomes 
I,= \ 42 -s aijDju cos(nRk, Xi) 
‘Ak u+e 
S Di(agDju) + [ q@2V* 
. I’&. r
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If we let h -+ 0 in (5 j and then E + 0 we obtain by Lemma 3, 
where M is a constant independent of 4, E. But, a standard compactness 
argument using condition (iv) gives 
for all @ E C?(G) which are perpendicular to a finite number of L’(G) 
functions. Adding (5) and (6) gives the desired result. 
We note that under our assumptions, the smallest eigenvalue decreases as 
a domain functional. That is: 
THEOREM 5. Let the above regularity conditions hold but now assume 
that B is oscillatory at co. Then there exist a sequence (#i}E, such that 
Qi E C?(G), supp #i n supp #j = 0 and BQi) < 0. 
ProoJ If B is oscillatory at co, then given any I, there are k, 1 with 
k > I> I, such that 
In view of our assumptions we note that for some constant C, B(4) + C(#, 4) 
is equivalent to ]]d]]i, on C,“(U,,,). But w(U,.,) is compactly embedded in 
L’(U,,,). It follows as a consequence of the Courant Min-Max Principle that 
there is a function u E @(cl, k) such that B(u, 4) = l(u, #) where A< 0 is the 
least eigenvalue of a self-adj’oint operator on L’(U,,,). Since B(]u]) = B(u), 
we can take u > 0 and, therefore, u > 0 a.e. Ul,k. We repeat the construction 
with Ul,k+ 1 in place of CJ,,, and find ~1 > 0 a.e. lJ,$,+, such that B(v, 4) = 
~(v, 4). Observe next that p < I, by arguments similar to those given, for 
example, in [3] which we briefly sketch. Indeed ,u < 1 and if p = 1, then we 
have for all 4 E CF(IY,,~) 
Now let x,, E M, (see (ii)) be a point of R, and choose a smooth subdomain 
p c o;., such that P c M,, x, E 8P and dist(P, aG) > 0. In view of our 
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regularity assumptions, we have U, c E C:(P) n C(F). t’ > 0 in F, u(x,) = 0. 
We thus have 
Ifwelets--tO+ andthen$+u,wefind 
],r2 S aijDi (+) Oj (+) = O. 
That is. D,(u/u) = 0 in E But, since (u/P)(x,,) = 0. we conclude that u = 0 in 
E This contradiction shows that ,U < A, and, consequently, that there exists a 
d E: CF’(U,.,+ ,) such that B(Q. 4) < 0. The theorem follows. 
Theorems 4 and 5 can now be used to give an answer, in our case, to a 
conjecture posed by Glazman (see [ 5.9)). Indeed, suppose for simplicity that 
B is the form associated with a symmetric operator L, : Cc(G) + L’(G) (for 
this it clearly suffices that q E L&(G) and that CYZ~,~ E H’,?(G)). The next 
theorem essentially summarizes our previous results and shows that if Y 
denotes the Friedrichs extension of L, and S(2 ) denotes the spectrum of If. 
then the finiteness of S(r/ )n (-co. 0) is completely determined by the 
oscillatory nature of B. 
THEOREM 6. The form B is bounded below iff B + y is non-oscillatory 
for some constant y. Further, if B is bounded below and if we let 2 be the 
Friedrichs extension of L,. then S(2 )n (--co, 0) is finite iff B is non- 
oscillatory. 
Proof. If B is bounded below,’ then clearly B + y is non-oscillatory for 
some y. Conversely, suppose that B + )I is non-oscillatory. Equations (5) and 
(6) imply that B(4) > - lr,li4.4) w h ere f, is the smallest eigenvalue of a 
regular boundary value problem on the bounded domain Ub,k. This shows 
the first part of the theorem. Next, if B is non-oscillatory then, by Theorem 
4, there are functions (L’~}?~, E L*(G) such that Q E C?(G) and (@, Vi) = 0 
imply B(#, 4) > 0. Let u E Dam(Y) and (u, ci) = 0. We construct a sequence 
(d,,} c CF such that B(q5,) + B(u), p,, --+ u in L2 and (g,,, ~1~) = 0. It follows 
that B(u)> 0 and that S(Y)n (-co,O) is finite by the Spectral Theorem. 
Conversely, if B is oscillatory, then Theorem 5 and the Spectral Theorem 
imply that S(Y) n (-co, 0) is infinite. 
We observe that even if B is not initially associated with a densely defined 
operator, analogous results to the above hold in cases where B can be 
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associated with a regularly accretive operator (see [lo], for example, for its 
definition). 
We proceed to illustrate the above ideas by considering the following very 
special example where explicit calculations are possible. Let G be a domain 
in E” which is quasi-cylindrical at a~; that is. there is a neighbourhood of co 
in which G takes the form 
r < r@)ll + 4z)l. (7) 
Here we use cylindrical coordinates and assume that T, 6 are smooth 
functions, 6 > -1. Analogously, we define G to be globally quasi-cylindrical 
(5 ] if the whole domain is described by expression (7) and the plane z = 0. 
Let a denote the smallest eigenvalue of -d (with zero boundary conditions) 
in the domain in E’ given by r = r(q). Next, define -A on C:(G) and form 
its Friedrichs extension (also denoted by -A). 
THEOREM 7. Let G be quasi-cylindrical at a~ and let z’J(z) < 1/8a for 
all large z. Then -A has only a finite number of eigentlalues in (-CO, a). 
Proof: Since all the conditions here are smooth near infinity, the surfaces 
(Rk} can be readily constructed. Therefore, it suffices to show that --A - a is 
non-oscillatory. In [5] Glazman showed that this was indeed the case, if G 
was globally quasi-cylindrical. as a consequence of z’6(r) ,< 1/8a. The result 
clearly follows for our case. 
In conclusion we remark that our conditions were formulated in terms of 
the surfaces {Rk} for convenience. What we really need, as we indicate in the 
proof of Theorem 7, is that the data be regular in suitable “bands”. Since, if 
this is the case, we can construct the desired surfaces in the bands and then 
proceed with the above considerations. Indeed, we could even first choose the 
surfaces (Rk} for convenience, for example, in order to make the (U,.,} 
“smooth” domains, without worrying about condition (v). Once u was 
constructed, we could modify one of the R, near aG so that condition (v) 
held for it. We would then use this surface in the place of one of the R, in 
Lemma 3 and Eqs. (5) and (6) of Theorem 4. 
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